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Concerns surrounding technology use in society has led to the HCI community creating tools for ‘digital wellbeing’. These aim to
improve users’ relationships with technology, but these positively motivated tools may initiate further negative impacts for users e.g.
on their privacy or autonomy. Using Pierce’s speculative design concepts of ‘foot-in-the-door’ technologies and focusing on three
common digital wellbeing features (time limits and prompts, social ‘do not disturb’ modes, app and service blocking), I highlight
how these tools are a small step away from being used to manipulate users which could enact slow shifts in users accepting such
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Technology and the experiences it facilitates have, and do, shape our society in many ways. These can be perceived
as positive or negative for users, society and the environment. Most recently, the technology industry has received
a lot of criticism for the negative implications it can have on people. In the media, headlines have highlighted some
of the harmful impacts technology can have on our wellbeing [16, 56], relationships [18], democracy [14, 57] and
privacy [7, 8, 19, 49]—concerns which are seeping into consumer attitudes towards technology. In the UK, a report by
Ofcom revealed 59% of UK users believe internet benefits outweigh the risks, yet eight out of ten adults in 2019 have
concerns about internet usage [50]. In Europe, the Center for the Governance of Change exposed in 2019 that 70% of
Europeans think technologies will bring more harm than good to society in the next decade if not controlled [25].
In the USA, the Pew Research Center uncovered users’ privacy concerns over companies using their data, with 81%
of Americans believing data collection risks outweigh the benefits [5]. They also found that 68% of health experts in
America believe users’ wellbeing will be improved or maintained from digital technologies, yet 32% believe technologies
will do more harm due to issues such as: digital addiction (due to technology adopting habit-forming designs), digital
deficits (e.g. on memory, focus, thinking), digital distrust (e.g. driving doubt and divisions), digital duress (e.g. rising
stress, anxiety, sleeplessness) and digital dangers (e.g. to human interaction, democracy, jobs) [2].
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Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers are in a unique position to understand and mitigate the negative

impacts of technology, given the field crosses the boundaries of technology design and users’ experiences. HCI
researchers have therefore offered tools and concepts to envision a better relationship between society and technology,
and alleviate the negative impacts [e.g. 15, 28, 42]. Most recently, there has been a focus on designing for ‘digital
wellbeing’ [17, 48]. Much of this work specifically focuses on understanding or mitigating digital overuse and addiction [6,
20, 38, 40, 59], and digital tools have become publicly available to users to help them better control their technology use
(e.g. apps such as Forest [26] and Hold [34], Apple’s screen time [4], Android’s digital wellbeing [3]). Rofferello and
De Russis found that such applications include self-monitoring tools (e.g. usage tracking and data visualisations) and
interventions (e.g. phone and app timers or blockers) [48]; Lyngs et al. similarly categorise ‘digital self-control tools’
into themes of self-tracking, service blocking or removal, goal-setting, and reward or punishment mechanisms [45].
Yet Widdicks and Pargman have criticised such design exploration for potentially enabling more control over users’
online service and digital device use [62]. Lee et al. [41] have also called for researchers and practitioners to consider
the negative impacts of ‘positive computing’ [15] systems that aim to improve users’ health and wellbeing—a theme
for which digital wellbeing tools are a part. Lee et al. outlined potential negative impacts that could arise such as
technology dependence, privacy of user data and other ethical issues—explicitly noting that these systems could be used
to manipulate individual behaviour (e.g. for product sales) [41]. Autonomy is an important aspect to wellbeing [52],
and Burr et al. have pointed out that fear of lost self-determination should not prevent the development of technology
interventions [13]; we should, therefore, not discontinue the digital wellbeing effort in HCI. However, we have a duty
to ensure that what we design and develop to improve digital wellbeing does exactly that: improve digital wellbeing. But
how do we mitigate against the negative impacts that might arise from an area of computing research which explicitly
aims to be positive? How do we ensure what we design today, is ‘future-proofed’ for arising issues going forward?
HCI research in speculative design [e.g. 22, 53, 55, 63] offers a way of imagining – and re-imagining – the futures of
technology. As a mode of research through design, it provides a way to “develop critical dialogues and discourse about new,
alternative and future paradigms of technology use” [23, p. 5386] and incorporates ideas of ‘design fiction’ [9, 10, 43, 63]
that can emphasise reflection on design consequences [44]—engaging “audiences in considerations of what might be” [22,
p. 109]. It is therefore a useful mechanism for positioning the future impacts our designs may introduce. In this notion,
as well as building upon prior work on design-led inquiries [54], Pierce introduced key vocabularly in 2019 to help HCI
researchers foreground the social and ethical issues of computing—offering a way of speculating future trends and
issues so that we can introduce interventions or take other design-orientated responses [53]. One of the terms Pierce
introduced was the concept of “foot-in-the-door” devices [53]:
“Foot-in-the-door devices are product and services with functional offerings and affordances that work to
normalize and integrate a technology, thus laying groundwork for future adoption of features that might
earlier have been rejected as unacceptable or unnecessary. The concept of a foot-in-the-door device emphasizes
design as practice of persuasion, manipulation, and compliance.” [53, p. 11]
Pierce notes that these ‘foot-in-the-door’ devices enable technologies to be accepted “through a combination of
incremental changes (small steps) and gradual changes (slow shifts)” [53, p. 8]. In this short paper, I utilise Pierce’s
vocabularly to position popular digital wellbeing tools as ‘foot-in-the-door’ technologies. Drawing upon digital wellbeing
tools available to the public, as well as HCI research in this area, I emphasise the potentially negative ethical issues that
digital wellbeing tools could ‘lay the groundwork for’—specifically features which put user autonomy in question. This
involves applying Pierce’s “speculative foot-in-the-door roadmaps/scenarios” technique [53] to anticipate future issues
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surrounding digital wellbeing design; in this case, imagining scenario-based changes to common digital wellbeing
features – i.e. ‘small steps’ – which could enact negative impacts and ‘slow shifts’ in how these impacts, and technology
itself, are perceived by users over time. These scenarios are indeed only speculative, but are offered to facilitate discussion
and change in the HCI and digital wellbeing community by illuminating: how even the tools we design to mitigate
the negative impacts of technology could inadvertently help drive them in the future; and how we might build upon
speculative design to alleviate potential risks going forward. I hope that this will help the community move in a direction
whereby digital wellbeing tools continue to reduce the harm that digital technology can introduce to our lives.
2

DIGITAL WELLBEING TOOLS: SPECULATIVE SCENARIOS

To position digital wellbeing tools as ‘foot-in-the-door’ technologies [53], I focus on three digital wellbeing tool features:
1) time limits and prompts, designed to shorten the length of time in which users interact with a digital device or
service; 2) social ‘do not disturb’ modes, designed to enact periods of technology-free time to focus users’ attention on
face-to-face relationships; and 3) app and service blocking, designed to prevent use or overuse of an online application
e.g. at specific times of the day. A speculative design scenario (specifically a ‘small step’ design change to current digital
wellbeing tools and research) is provided for each feature to show how digital wellbeing – a movement which has the
explicit motivation of creating better, or more positive, relationships between users and devices – could potentially
add to the negative ethical issues arising from technology and normalise these over time (‘slow shifts’). These features
were selected as they are common interventions provided in digital wellbeing tools [cf. 48] and HCI literature, and are
therefore useful for an initial exploration of speculating future issues from such positively motivated technologies.
2.1

Time limits and prompts

To encourage users to spend less time online and on their devices, digital wellbeing tools often involve time-related
tracking and management. A common feature of this type involves the user being able to set usage time limits or
‘goals’ on specific services and devices. For example, Apple’s ‘Screen Time’ enables users to set limits on the use of
app categories, such as 30 minutes on social media apps [4]; once this limit is reached, social media apps look to be
inaccessible but users are still able to access the apps by ignoring or deleting the limit. Warnings of remaining time are
provided to the user through notifications—similar to how ‘take a break’ prompts in digital wellbeing tools work. The
latter monitors the time a user spends on a service, prompting them ‘in the moment’ of an interaction to end their
current usage session after a given period of time. For example, YouTube users have the ability to set ‘take a break’
reminders at a given frequency as they spend time watching videos [32].
Both of these examples attempt to engage users in reflections of their use, suggesting their time might be better
spent elsewhere. However, users still have the ability to ignore the limit or prompt. In 2019, Kim et al. explored different
strengths of user-defined limits on smartphone use: 1) a non-lockout tool, whereby users were only notified of their
time limit goal; 2) a weak-lockout tool, whereby users would be locked out of their smartphone for an increasing period
of time once a time limit goal was met; and 3) a strong-lockout tool, whereby users could not access their device after
their time limit [37]. Whilst the strong-lockout tool was the most effective in reducing smartphone use, in some cases
participants would wait until midnight (when the limit would reset) to use their device again and participants actually
found the weak-lockout tool most favourable [37].
2.1.1 Speculative scenario: ‘Watch ads to dismiss’. Given popular applications and operating systems are already
employing time limits and prompts, and that HCI researchers are looking into more restrictive ways of incorporating
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these, it is becoming increasingly ‘normal’ for these designs to exist. Yet this feature could easily become the foot-inthe-door [53] of gaining more control over users’ access to services. This is most plausible with services which offer a
monetarily free service to a user, at the expense of their data or their engagements in advertisements. For example, in
the case of the YouTube, their prompt currently states: “Time to take a break? You’ve been watching for 5 minutes. Adjust
or turn off this reminder in Settings.” (with the options to dismiss the prompt or go to Settings) [32]. Given the platform
is funded by adverts, a small step from this is the inability to dismiss the take a break prompt without engaging in some
form of advertisement: “Time to take a break? You’ve been watching for 5 minutes. If you want to continue watching,
you can dismiss this prompt by watching 3 minutes of advertisements”. Here the advert (‘small step’) could be seen as a
“design friction” or “microboundary” to use [21], disguised as something to help the user whilst inevitably exploiting
them—an exploitation and manipulation they may begin to accept (‘slow shift’) for the ‘good’ of their digital wellbeing.
2.2

Social ‘do not disturb’ modes

To decrease social interruptions from technology, digital wellbeing tools include features that aim to help users disengage
from their devices so that they can fully concentrate on a social interaction with a friend, family member or colleague.
For example, the ‘Forest’ app [26] assists users to “stay focused, be present” in social situations by connecting friends’
devices and growing virtual trees together. Each device connected will display progress of the trees growing, keeping
other apps on the device inaccessible—yet if someone uses their device for something other than Forest, the shared
trees will die. This draws on the social influences of maintaining the forest for your friends. In a similar vein, Google
Pixel phones now include ‘Flip to Shhh’ gestures [31]. By the user actively placing their device face down on a surface,
the device ‘do not disturb’ mode will be immediately activated. This means that the devices will automatically mute
sound or vibrations from messages, events, reminders or calls [30]. Google introduced this gesture to minimise users’
device use whilst in the presence of others and ensure users fully appreciate their time with in-person connections [29].
In HCI research, similar social interventions have been studied such as Ko et al.’s ‘Lock n’ Lol’ app for minimising
smartphone distractions during group activities [39]. Building on this work, Park et al. look to minimise smartphone
distractions whilst also ensuring users do not feel anxious about missing important notifications [51]. They developed a
tool to explicitly discover specific socially-driven ‘breakpoints’ to deliver user notifications as friends sit together: 1)
when a user is alone; 2) when a group member uses their smartphone; 3) when a user leaves the group; and 4) when the
group does not converse for longer than 5 seconds [51].
2.2.1 Speculative scenario: ‘Device breaks’. Whilst these tools help create dedicated time for social experiences [26, 31, 39]
or utilise social cues for notification delivery [51], they make it more acceptable for technical mechanisms to be deployed
during social situations and are the foot-in-the-door [53] for technology to create dedicated time for device use. Imagine
the scenario of friends at dinner who have all utilised one of these tools to turn off distractions from their devices.
Whilst the friends are engaging in their in-person interactions, their devices are sharing their notification data with one
another. Once all users have enough notifications, the devices declare an appropriate time for a group ‘device break’.
The social experience is therefore interrupted by a cooperative sound from the devices to indicate all users should take
some time to catch-up with the online world. Such a decision steps from being driven by the social situation (as like
Park et al.’s breakpoint tool [51]) to the demands of internet-connected technology. Here the device breaks (‘small
step’) could be seen to help users better co-ordinate their physical and online interactions, yet perhaps increasing users’
dependence on technology for understanding and handling social norms—enabling new, acceptable management roles
for technology and ways of enacting compliance (‘slow shift’) for the ‘good’ of users’ digital wellbeing.
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App and service blocking

To avoid distractions from specific applications or services, digital wellbeing tools now include mechanisms which
allow users to block their access to these interruptive technologies. ‘Freedom’ and ‘StayFocusd’ offer opportunities to
block internet access, applications and websites across multiple types of devices (Windows, Mac, Android, iOS and
Chrome)—helping users to “focus on your work, break a habit, or simply improve your relationship with technology” [27].
Such features are also offered on popular mobile operating systems: Apple’s ‘Downtime’ feature allows users to only
grant access to specific apps during a given period [4] and Android’s ‘Focus mode’ similarly enables users to pause access
to distracting apps [3]. Android additionally offers a ‘Work profile’ to “Leave work at the office”, meaning work-related
apps (e.g. email, calendar) can be made less accessible outside of working hours [3]. Arguing that other website blockers
are easy to ignore, the application ‘Cold Turkey’ ensures that no software blocking session can be undone by default [60].
HCI researchers have been exploring these technologies and their effect on work productivity by blocking applications
or services whilst users are working. Investigations have included blocking apps at specific times [59], across multiple
devices [36], or during the full working day for sites users find distracting [46]. Such explorations have been carried out
with different participant demographics (e.g. students, workplaces), but all allow users to have the choice in listing
specific applications or services they themselves find distracting. This ensures a tailored approach that helps mitigate
users’ personal workplace interruptions.
2.3.1 Speculative scenario: ‘Work-controlled profiles’. Currently, software which provides users with the opportunity
to block access to online services ensures that control resides with the user—helping people to stay productive for
themselves. Yet, these tools could be the foot-in-the-door [53] technology for companies to utilise similar applications
to monitor employees, particularly as people are given more freedom to work from home (or required to, as with the
COVID-19 pandemic). What if there was a shift in blocking control from users to employers, with ‘Work profiles’ on
devices potentially becoming ‘Work-controlled profiles’? Such profiles would provide an opportunity for the employer to
block access to sites they want to limit their employees from accessing during work hours. Here employers could argue
that employees utilising these profile tools (‘small step’) will be less distracted and perhaps more likely to be promoted
by showing work dedication, but in fact such tools offer new opportunities to monitor and control staff—opening up
new ways of acceptably, and persuasively, surveilling users (‘slow shift’) for the ‘good’ of their digital wellbeing.
3

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this short paper, I have explored features of digital wellbeing tools as foot-in-the-door technologies: explicitly
foregrounding such “design as practice of persuasion, manipulation, and compliance” [53, p. 11] to emphasise the potential
negative impacts that these positively motivated technologies could enable or normalise. The speculative scenarios
provided offer examples of what could happen next in the design of digital wellbeing tools. Whether design changes
in digital wellbeing tools will really enable users to be exploited through future advertisement targeting, managed
socially by technology, or surveilled at work by companies, is yet to be defined in the near future. For these speculative
designs to become apparent and significant, they would depend on: a) the actions of different actors (e.g. HCI designers,
service providers, technologists, employers) to initially develop the ‘small steps’ [53]; and b) the development of ‘slow
shifts’ [53] which lead to users’ accepting the design.
HCI designers and practitioners would in fact have to promote tools for digital wellbeing whilst turning these
‘persuasive designs’ [24] against users—a direction which heads towards ‘dark design’ patterns [cf. 11, 12, 33, 47, 64].
Cox et al. argue that ‘microboundaries’ (e.g. to service or device use) differ to dark design patterns as they are used to
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support users, rather than act against them [21]. However, through participatory design workshops creating interventions
to reduce device and service use (often mimicking digital wellbeing tools), Widdicks [61] has found stronger links
to deceptive design in this space—suggesting dark patterns could be used ‘for good’ [61] as a form of ‘benevolent
deception’ [1]. This is the grey area whereby the actors in point a) above could find themselves, potentially leading to
the endorsement of these speculative ‘small steps’ [53] in digital wellbeing. This is also concerning for point b), for two
reasons: 1) dark patterns could be portrayed in a good light to users for their digital wellbeing, creating easier acceptance
of manipulative designs; and 2) the participant discussion of dark patterns ‘for good’ [61] may already indicate the
presence of ‘slow shifts’ [53] in users’ acceptance of what such technology is, or is not, ‘allowed’ to do—enabling the
“future adoption of features that might earlier have been rejected as unacceptable or unnecessary” [53, p. 11].
This highlights the importance of designing digital wellbeing tools which are truly positive. As I have shown in this
paper, digital wellbeing tools are only small steps from being used in manipulative forms disguised as positive actions
and may enable slow shifts in acceptance for what technology should do or be [53]. The technology sector moves at
an innovation rate so fast that we, as HCI designers and practitioners, do not have the time to really reflect on how
our innovations might be used or pave the way for future interactions. This is reiterated with the digital wellbeing
movement in the last few years, with the process being described as a “race towards digital wellbeing” [48]. But we need
to remember that these tools are unique: they can affect users’ interactions with all different types technologies, and
they can be advertised to positively improve users’ relationships with technology. In a similar vein to Spiel et al.’s work
on fitness trackers, digital wellbeing tools have the ability to employ “emotional design tricks to engage in a progressive
re-definition of what it means to be human” [58, p. 4]. Therefore the HCI community should not be ‘racing’ in this; we
should be exploring all potential avenues of impacts that digital wellbeing tools may introduce now and in the future.
The simple fact that these tools are positively motivated does not mean they will create positive interactions by default.
I want to express that this paper is not set to undermine the great work of the digital wellbeing community. I am too
part of that research, and aim to continue my work in this domain. However, it is through this involvement that I have
developed these reflections, and I see this short paper as a way to remind the digital wellbeing community – including
myself – how even the tools we design to mitigate the negative impacts of technology could inadvertently help drive
them. The very notion that digital wellbeing tools offer ways of restricting use, may act as a ‘foot-in-the-door’ [53] for
further manipulative designs which I’m sure no one in the digital wellbeing community would want to witness. What
we need is to investigate all impacts of digital wellbeing tools, and look to ways of ‘future-proofing’ these designs so
that they cannot act as ‘foot-in-the-door’ technologies. Pierce’s speculative foot-in-the-door roadmaps/scenarios [53]
as used in this paper offer one way of formulating future designs to avoid and mitigate against. We may also look
to build upon speculative or design fiction research more generally [e.g. 9, 23] and further bridge the temporal gap
between design and ethnography [35], to develop methodologies which merge speculative designs with longer term
participatory studies—aiming to probe and evaluate how users’ acceptance of speculative digital wellbeing designs
may change over time. How that may happen is beyond the scope of this paper, but I call for the digital wellbeing
community to engage in speculative work to help think more deeply about unforeseen impacts of our tools. We can
embrace these complexities in designing for digital wellbeing, and continue moving in a direction whereby our designs
reduce the harm that digital technology can introduce to our lives now and in the future.
4
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